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we make 
the world’s 
FIrst & only 

aIr-tIght, 
lIght weIght, 

super portable,
ultra modular, 
bullet prooF, 

pre-wIred
 buIldIng.

tIme to come out oF the cave.

01 – INTRODUCTION

I n t r o d u c I n g

 Originally designed and built as a light-weight, yet durable structure to contain volatile chemicals, 

the TITESPAN shelter had to be corrosion proof, air-tight, and withstand possible explosions of combustible 

material. After an initial load test phase using a number of prototypes, a patent was submitted for Italian and 

International protection on the entire TITESPAN system. In October of 2009, a structure was completed and 

successfully delivered to the City of Milan. Manufacturing for multiple applications and large scale industrial 

projects is now underway.

 The following is a detailed description of the TITESPAN system and its capabilities.

  –Paolo Stella, President, Titespan, LLC.
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02 – OBJECTIVES & MISSION

 The objective of TITESPAN is to provide a combination of sheltering qualities that have never been 

available before. Our mission is to provide personnel in the field a quick and easy way to build a temporary 

structure that is durable enough to withstand any condition. There are no skeletal poles or sloppy tie-down 

straps, and no cumbersome bags full of canvas. Just clean lines of an air-tight building whose structure not 

only defines the very space it creates, but also seamlessly contains the operational systems and basic utilitarian 

services which course through its patented shell-skin modules.

thInk 
oF It 
as a 

tent on 
steroIds.
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03 – KEY BENEFITS

 Unique materials, building techniques and the patented building management system maximize 

efficiencies and increase productivity for organizations which are required to perform their duties with rapid 

response and in harsh environments. A complete “intelligent” building environment provides total control on 

temperature, lighting, security and fire fighting capabilities to all office and dwelling spaces. 

 Scale industrial processing can be put into service at a fraction of the usual cost and in extremely 

accelerated schedules compared to permanent contruction. “Clean rooms” for special high tech projects are 

easily acheived with internal pressure controls. Great flexibility and additional savings can be obtained by 

reassembling a TITESPAN structure into different configurations for future projects.

IntroducIng 
a better 
way to 

command 
and

control. 
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Layout for Command Center with Briefing Area

 



04 – COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES

 There are no competitors who currently build a TITESPAN type of snap-together structure. However, 

there are a number of manufacturers who build “hard-walled” systems closely related to the “pre-fabricated” 

home market, but these are not blast proof or air-tight structures, and are considered too heavy for most tem-

porary structural needs. For speed of deployment, nothing is as quick to ship and assemble as TITESPAN. 

The canvas tent, on average, takes approximately twice the time to build and requires 60% more labor than 

TITESPAN, as well as being unsuitable for inclimate weather conditions. The TITESPAN structure on the other 

hand, raises the standard for temporary shelters to enable better medical treatment, as well as elevating other 

basic human living conditions. helps 
wIn 

battles.
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05 – THE MARKET

 Currently, there are estimated to be over 1 billion people world-wide who live and work in temporary 

substandard structures (United Nations-HABITAT, 2010). Until now, the technology to house them has often 

been the draped-fabric-over-skeletal-structure system. Better known as the tent. TITESPAN changes all of that. 

We’re not trying to eliminate the tent. Quite the contrary, we intend to supplement the versatile canvas tent with 

a structure that protects the most valuable assets of any well equipped organization. A place to keep its most 

critical components, like for instance, people.
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 equIpment Is 

so mIssIon 
crItIcal, It 
shouldn’t 
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06 – PRODUCT – A – BASIC FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS

 The TITESPAN family of products is the world’s first air-tight, modular, hard-wall sheltering system. With its 

patented composite construction, TITESPAN is light weight enough to be easily deployed anywhere, while being strong 

enough to be reused again and again. The modular components, called “piers”, are interchangeable and can be 

assembled in different configurations to provide spans of up to 100 feet in length. TITESPAN can be supplied as a 

basic shelter for industrial warehousing or constructed with advanced built-in systems as a complete management 

and production facility, with ventilation, air conditioning, power supply, communications, and fire suppression 

capabilities. In fact, if you needed to, you could live in it. TITESPAN is a sef-contained habitable environment.
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’hangar 
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just 
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06 – PRODUCT – B – THE SHELL

 Shell structures are most efficient in terms of strength and weight. They can be found in nature, as 

seen in the nautilus, and are being used extensively in aerospace construction where being modular, 

lightweight and strong are essential qualities. Longer spans can be constructed at a fraction of the weight 

and cost of a typical framed structure, while maintaining strength and rigidity. The TITESPAN double-shell 

module construction embodies all these features, and optimizes the space between the shells for the 

installation of technical equipment and services.
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Pier Module for Drawn Services & Housing of Technical Equipment



06 – PRODUCT – C – POWER GRID & BACK-UP SYSTEMS

 TITESPAN has a built-in electrical system with the capabilities of structure-wide power distribution, 

lighting, and communications. This grid layout construction guarantees service through redundancy in the 

system. In the case of damage to any one module, all functions in the remaining modules are maintained until 

field repairs can be performed. This patented built-in service system means that in emergency situations, 

individual modules can be used right out of the crate for immediate access to power, lighting, data communications, 

as well as fire fighting. And with a back-up reserve energy supply system, the Titespan unit can last up to 72 

hours without external power. All these systems are naturally protected as they’re drawn through ducts within 

the armoured layers of the shell structure. 

there are 
back-up 
systems

that back-up 
the back-up 

systems.
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06 – PRODUCT – D – AUTOMATED BUILDING MANAGEMENT & ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL

 The TITESPAN Automated Building Management System, constitutes a “Smart Building”. With this 

automated Environmental Control ability, the TITESPAN structure allows personnel to remain focused on any task 

at hand, while an integrated management system informs operators or other built-in systems of any appropriate 

actions to be taken. If there is a loss of power to any module, all functional services are rerouted automatically. 

In the case of contaminated air, automated systems take over, exhausting, conditioning, and venting the air inside 

using the patented Air Jet-Streaming Valve fittings throughout the structure.

eats 
sand 

storms 
For 

lunch.
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AC/Ventilation

Patented Air Jet-Streaming Valve fitting.

M
ain Flow

 Controlled by Four Pilot Jets   ß

Built-in Automatic AC/Ventilation Control System



06 – PRODUCT – E – LIGHTING & SOLAR POWER GRID

 Also in the Automatic Building Management System, the TITESPAN Solar Power Grid, and Automated 

Lighting, function in a similar way. Lighting is by built-in LED high energy diode projectors and in an emergency 

back-up batteries ensure up to 72 hours of continuous power usage. The Solar Power Grid is obtained from an 

Integrated Photovoltaic Textile Fabric laminated into the outer shell.brIngs 
lIght to 

the darkest 
places.
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Lighting & Solar Power Grid System

Integrated Photovoltaic Textile Fabric



06 – PRODUCT – F – SECURITY & FIRE SUPPRESSION

 With the TITESPAN Built-in Security System, management controls and commands are assigned to the 

entire structure and customized to individual zones. In the case of fire, automated suppression systems take over, 

using appropriate extinguishing material in specific areas. 

equIpped wIth 
a securIty 

system worthy 
oF the prIce 
tag on your 

raptor.
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Zone One Detection Barrier



06 – PRODUCT – G – FLOORING

 The TITESPAN Flooring System assures reliable anchoring to any terrain, allowing it to withstand forces 

that would flatten most temporary structures. With its design windspeed of 90 mph TITESPAN is compliant with 

most permanent construction building codes.

FloorIng so 
secure,

you’ll thInk 
It was carved 
From rock.
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06 – PRODUCT – H – LAYOUTS : EMERGENCY RESPONSE, HOSPITAL, HANGAR

 Three typical TITESPAN layouts are, the Emergency Response Command Center, the Hospital 

Operating room, and the Aircraft Hangar. Additional features for these layouts include: Solar power generation 

with 72 hour storage capacity; “Cleanroom” construction with positive or negative air pressure and filtration; 

Electromagnetic security shielding; Separate, but connected Triage, Operating, Pre-op & Post-op rooms.
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06 – PRODUCT – I – PLANT BASED CONSTRUCTION FOR INDUSTRY

 With a specific concern for durability, TITESPAN component materials offer great resistance to 

hazardous chemicals, from corrosion and contamination, as well as explosions.The airtightness of the 

structure allows for clean room pressurization or hazardous chemicals depressurization. In brief, TITESPAN is 

a perfect environment for most industrial productions that are sensitive to foreign substance contamination.
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06 – PRODUCT – J – LOGISTICS & SHIPPING

 With an emphasis on minimum packing distance, the Titespan modular components have been 

designed to optimise shipping volume as they’re easily packed into any size configuration for maximum 

load capacity. Special attention has been taken to ensure proper fit within the specifications of military and 

emergency cargo platforms.
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07 – PRODUCTION, START UP,  MANUFACTURING

 TITESPAN uses a double axis of symmetry geometry in order to allow for large scale manufacturing 

with a continuous molding process that provides a higher than normal rate of production.
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our methods 
have been called 

unorthodox, 
whIch Is 

exactly why 
our structures 
work so well.
 

Production Capabilities & Methods



08 – LOAD TESTING & CERTIFICATIONS

 Design by testing is the typical approach used in aerospace and innovative structures. A prototype 

is designed and built in accordance to a preliminary numerical model. Subsequent testing allows to check the 

assumed performance values against actual data. A new more refined prototype is built from improved design 

criteria set forth from testing evaluation. Repeating this process a sufficient number of times gives the best 

possible confidence in the actual performance of a new structure.
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load tested 
to 100 lbs.
per sq. Ft.

that’s about 
99 lbs.better 
than a tent. 
 



09 – PATENTS

 Currently there is a patent on the entire TITESPAN system with the Italian Patent Office. 

The original design, by Paolo Stella, CEO of PlanMech, holds Italian patent n° MI2009A001644 with 

international patents pending. From this original design, several prototypes were built until the first unit was 

successfully tested and delivered to the city of Milan, AssagoWater treatment plant in September, 2009.
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10 – THE COMPANY

 TITESPAN, LLC, is comprised of a group of specialists from a variety of backgrounds that have 

come together to provide innovative solutions in the process of developing this family of products. 

This team covers all basic disciplines of nontraditional technology development :

•	 Science,	Technology	&	Vision.

•	 Industrial	Design,	Materials	Engineering	&	3D	Modeling

•	 Design	by	Testing	and	Numerical	Modeling

•	 Electronics	and	Power	Systems

•	 Prototype,	Mold	Construction,	Load	Testing	&	Manufacturing

•	 Strategic	Technology	Communications	&	Planning

•	 Intellectual	Property
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•    Standard ISO Container hard points fitted on corner and projecting edges allow for safe lifting, trucking and connecting of built up units to one another. 

•    Ground handling is made easy with snap on installation of caster wheels on these hard point fittings. 

•    Due to its light weight a medium size unit can be rolled around by only two people.

•    Stacking of built up units is possible up to 3 floors.

®


